Inspiring Online Teaching Strategies

Engage and activate your students
This program will start with a 2-hour online Inspirational Workshop, which shows
participating teachers how to engage and activate their students using an inspiring
online course. The workshop provides teachers with a didactic foundation as well as a
wide range of stimulating online methods, web tools and applications. But most of all
the teachers themselves will have a 2-hour experience of the value and impact of
inspiring online teaching. After this workshop follow-up support is offered to assist the
teachers in the process of designing their own inspiring online lectures and teachings.

"AcademicVision is excellent in every topic. Most of all, they were able to create an
The
following questions will be adressed during this program:
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open environment for free discussions and exchange of ideas."
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How do I make my online education more active and inspiring?
How do various practical web tools and applications work and when do I use
them?

What are the most important tips & tricks when it comes to online education?

Which didactic models can I choose as the basis for my online education?
How can I apply these tools in the most efficient and user-friendly way?

Follow up
After the workshop, we will offer participants customized support based
on their level of knowledge and experience with didactics and technology.
This support can vary from workshops 'Flipping the Classroom' to
individual support with applying new web tools in their teaching program.
Our focus is on supporting every teacher in taking their next step towards
inspiring online teaching!

What teachers appreciate about this workshop:
I learned a lot about the possibilities and tools to engage students online.
I experienced an inspiring online session as a student to have an idea
how to facilitate it as a teacher!
I liked the easy goingness and the clarity of the didactic coaches!

Average evaluation score of these workshops :

8,3
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